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Beer and Wine Gardens
We are pleased to offer two unique outdoor bar venues
for festival visitors:
• The Novita Wine & Cocktail Bar will be located on Pearl
Street adjacent to the Plaza Stage, where the street will be
closed from 3:00 – 10:00 pm. A fully stocked drink menu will
feature wine, beer and summer cocktails.
• The Hailey’s Harp & Pub Beer Garden will be located
on Main Street and will feature a fine craft beer selection,
including Metuchen’s very own brew offered by
“Brainy Borough Brewing.”

Food Court
Located on New Street adjacent to the Plaza stage (near former A&P)
with offerings from The Pearl Street Café, The Empanada Guy,
Breezes Café and What’s The Scoop.

Free Parking
Available in the Pearl Street Parking Deck, which includes
handicap accessibility, as well as in all municipal lots.

Portable Restrooms
Behind the Junior Bug Kids Zone, in the Shoppers Parking Lot.

Rotunda Gallery
• Sponsored by the Metuchen Arts Council, this Gallery is located in
the Rotunda lobby main entrance of Borough Hall at the corner of
Main Street and Route 27/Middlesex Avenue.
• This special exhibit from June 1 – August 31 will feature work from
members of the METFEST planning committee as well as the Arts
Council. More than a dozen pieces have been handpicked to
showcase the creativity of the “behind the scenes” team that
pulls the festival together each year.

Welcome to the 2018
Metuchen Art
& Music Festival!
Featuring visual artists and musicians of all genres and a fantastic lineup of open air exhibits, live art performances and interactive events
throughout downtown historic Metuchen, NJ.
Co-sponsored by the Metuchen Arts Council and the Metuchen Area
Chamber of Commerce, we are pleased to present the following activities
as part of our one-day art and music extravaganza.
• Visual Artist Outdoor Exhibitors: 75+ local, regional and national
practitioners showcasing a range of media (ceramics, photography,
fiber, jewelry, metal, sculpture, mixed media, paintings)
• Art “Live” on the Street: Innovative, hands-on activities to
engage visitors of all ages
• Music Performances: Two stages with live music all day long
• Junior Bug Kids Zone: Creative and interactive events for kids
• Wine and Beer Gardens: The Novita Wine & Cocktail Bar and
Hailey’s Beer Garden
• Amenities:
– Food Court on New Street
– Free Parking @ Pearl Street Parking Garage and municipal lots
– Portable restrooms behind the Junior Bug Kids Zone, in the
shoppers parking lot
• Rotunda Gallery: June 1 – August 31 @ Borough Hall, featuring
the work of the festival planning team and Metuchen Arts
Council members
Metuchen, NJ has been a mecca for artists of every discipline for more
than a century. The METFEST reflects the Borough’s commitment
to nurturing all forms of creativity and is just one of the ways Metuchen
is the “Gateway to the Arts” of central New Jersey.
An exciting evolution of the arts and music in Metuchen!
Please find a map of locations at the center of this program.

Art “Live” on the Street
We are pleased to present several innovative “hands-on” activities
to engage visitors of all ages.
BONSAI BONANZA
Metuchen-based bonsai artist Barry Eisenberg will demonstrate
pruning, repotting and fertilizing and display many of his
amazing specimens.
• Time: 12:00 – 6:00 pm
• Location: On Main Street near the intersection of Highland Avenue
(in front of 9Round)
PAPER ART INSTALLATION: LEAF LITTER
Local artist Joe Castronova will share his artistic process in making an
art installation featuring paper leaves. Visitors will be able embellish
paper cutouts with paint, collage, glue, and dry materials.
• Time: Noon – 10:00 pm
• Location: In “Imagination Alley,” between Classic Travel and
Metuchen News on Main Street
PLEIN AIR PAINTING
Three artists painting live, on location, throughout the festival:
Billy Seccombe will hold a live painting demonstration as he works on
a figurative painting that is already in-progress
•➢ Location: Near What’s the Scoop on Main Street
Ed Wetzel is creating a large mural (22’ x 90’) in acrylic that will feature scenes from Metuchen life over the years.
• Location: On the south side of Metuchen News in “Imagination
Alley” on Main Street
Enrique Zaldivar will paint a large size painting related to nature
using acrylic and colored pencils.
• Location: At the intersection of Main Street and Hillside Avenue
(near George’s Dry Cleaners)

POTTERY WHEEL EXHIBITS
Potter Kathryn Jerabek Davis will demonstrate how to use the
potter’s wheel to create functional forms and sculptural pieces.
• Demo Timeslots: 2:00 – 2:30 pm and 5:00 – 5:30 pm
• Location: On Main Street near Carpet Maven
Potter Keiko Inouye will use the wheel to make small clay pieces and
also demonstrate trimming
• Demo Timeslots: 3:30 – 4:00 pm and 7:00 – 7:30 pm
• Location: On Main Street near Carpet Maven
YARN SPINNING DEMONSTRATION
The Metuchen Yarn Bombing (MYB) group will show how to use
drop spindles, spinning wheels and demonstrate the process from raw
wool to finished hand spun yarn
• Time: 4:00 – 8:00 pm
• Location: At the intersection of Main Street and Highland Avenue
(near Fresco’s Deli)
2018 FESTIVAL SCULPTURE: VIVID EMERGENCE
Meet the sculptor, Susanne Pitak Davis. The METFEST sculpture,
“Vivid Emergence,” draws on the mythical theme of rebirth but
presents it in a whimsical, playful manner. The bright colors and
mosaic pieces give it an energetic and creative vitality that is
embodied in the town it represents.
• Time: 4:00 pm
• Location: In the Metuchen Savings Bank Courtyard on Main Street

Knock Out Music Performances All Day Long
Two stages filled with a fantastic line-up of some of the best
bands in New Jersey!

HILLSIDE STAGE

Located at the corner of Main Street and Hillside Avenue, the Hillside
Stage will feature many notable Metuchen and other local acts that
specialize in acoustic, singer/songwriter or folk mixed with a little rock.

Schedule

• 12:00 - 12:40 pm – Danny & Jeremy
Harmony-heavy acoustic duo with a playlist from the 1950s to today
• 12:50 - 1:30 pm – Peter Horvath
Singer–songwriter specializing in Psychedelia, Pop, Rock-N-Roll,
hooks, twists and turns – www.theandersoncouncil.org
• 1:40 - 2:20 pm – Ben Davis & Zack Leffand from The Circle of Trust
Rock & Roll – www.facebook.com/circleoftrustband
• 2:30 - 3:00 pm – Death & Heaven
Acoustic Folk trio
• 5:00 - 5:30 pm – The eMKayS
Eclectic mix of great music from Folk through Rock to Jazz
https://www.facebook.com/EMKAYSofCentralJersey
• 6:15 - 6:45 pm – Alejandro Ataucusi & Friends
Acoustic trio with an eclectic and varied songbook and a Latin accent
• 7:30 - 8:00 pm – John Wilkey
Acoustic singer–songwriter – www.johnwilkey.com

Timeslots and performers are subject to change; please
check our web site -- www.metfest.org for the latest info.

PLAZA STAGE

Located at the corner of New and Pearl Streets, the new Plaza Stage
will feature an exciting array of Indie, Rock and Folk music
performances from five featured acts.

Schedule

• 3:00 - 3:45 pm – The Grip Weeds
From Psychedelic and Garage Rock to Folk-based ballads
www.gripweeds.com
• 4:15 - 5:00 pm – Lowlight
“Roadhouse chic” Indie Rock
www.lowlightnj.com
• 5:30 - 6:15 pm – The Cold Seas
Psychedelic Indie Rock www.thecoldseas.com
• 6:45 - 7:30 pm – The RocknRoll Hi-Fives
Punk Rock Family Band www.rocknrollhifives.com
• 8:00 - 10:00 pm – Scott Wolfson and other Heroes
Americana www.scottwolfson.com

The Plaza Stage concerts at METFEST are part of the METUCHEN
ROCKS! Summer Concert Series, which is sponsored by the Metuchen
Arts Council and Metuchen Recreation with generous support from
the Metuchen Savings Bank. The concert series is also funded in part
by the Middlesex County Board of Chosen Freeholders through
a grant provided by the New Jersey State Council on the
Arts/Department of State.

Junebug Spirit Lives on Through Junior Bug Zone
A ton of fun, creative and interactive events for kids will take place
from Noon – 6:00 pm in the parking lot behind Metuchen Savings
Bank, opposite Lollipop Land (near corner of New and Main Streets).
12:00 – 6:00 pm
• Community Wall Mural: Leave your mark by painting a pixel on
our giant wall mural; attend the reveal of the finished masterpiece
at 6pm! (sponsored by Creative Twist Events)
• Selfie Station: Strike a pose with some fun props! Post your pics
with hashtag: #metfest2018 (sponsored by Creative Twist Events)
• Life Size Games: Enjoy traditional games like Connect 4, Tic Tac
Toe and Hop Scotch with an artsy twist!
12:00 – 1:00 pm
• Yoga and Mandala: Join us for some relaxing yoga time, and when
you are finished, color your own mandala! (sponsored by Sakula
Yoga Studio)
• Card Making Project: Create beautiful cards to bring some cheer
to kids at the Robert Wood Johnson Children’s hospital (sponsored
by Girl Scout Troop 80784 from Metuchen)
1:00 – 4:00 pm
• Face Painting (sponsored by the Metuchen YMCA)
2:00 – 4:00 pm
• Kindness Rocks Project: Help spread some kindness by painting
and writing inspiring messages on rocks that visitors take with them
and drop at unexpected places for people to find (sponsored by
Metuchen Gives Back)
3:00 – 4:00 pm
• Music and Story Time: Join us for some stories and tunes led by
Metuchen Public Library director John Arthur on acoustic guitar
5:00 – 6:00 pm
• Artsy Bubbles: Create bubbles both big and small in this fun
interactive session
• Jewelry Making: Design and create your own earrings with tips
and tricks from Roxy Aggarwal of Twinkling Creations (ages 5 and up)

Pop Up Art Events For Kids
12:00 – 6:00 pm
• Cai’s Café: Design your own METFEST + Cai’s T-shirts
Until supplies last! (Corner of Main Street and Hillside Avenue)
• Lollipop Land: Make your own Edible Sand Art
Different colors of sugar – $3 per pixie stick; the popcorn bar will
also be available all day – $5 per serving. (19 New Street)
• 2Chicks with Chocolate: Create your own mini chocolate pizza
masterpiece, and then devour it! (19 New Street)
30 – 45 minute sessions: 12pm,1pm, 2pm, 3pm, 4pm, or 5pm
$10 per person
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED:
888-896-2449 or metuchen@2chickswithchocolate.com
12:00 – 3:00 pm
• ArteVino: Kids paint their own canvasses
Theme of “artist palette and paintbrush”
Outside on the sidewalk in front of the studio (416 Main Street)
Black Belt Institute
2:00 pm – Demo on the Plaza Stage
2:30 pm – Kids martial arts coloring and games
(in the studio, 23 New Street)

Visual Artists
Kim Adlerman
Discipline: Multimedia
Kim Adlerman is a local teaching artist, graphic
designer, children’s book author and illustrator,
and game inventor. She received her BFA from
the University of Buffalo in Communications
Design. Kim teaches adult art classes at the
Metuchen-Edison YMCA where she enjoys
exploring different media with her students. This has inspired
exploration in her own work, including but not limited to printmaking,
acrylics, pastels, inking, and watercolors. (kimarts@aol.com)

Roxy Aggarwal
Discipline: Jewelry
Roxy Aggarwal is a Metuchen resident who
works with Special Needs Students in the
Elementary School. She is a self–taught jewelry
designer and loves to teach young learners how
to create their own style with confidence.
Twinkling Creations is her company where she
creates events for birthdays, engagements and weddings using handmade
jewelry designs, including Swarovski Crystals, and semi-precious stones.
(twinklingcreations.com)

Matthew Albanese
Discipline: Painting
Matt Albanese is a lifelong resident of Bergen
County, NJ. He began studying art while at
Bergen Catholic High School and then graduated
from Montclair State University with a BA in Fine
Art in 2010. While at Montclair, he studied under
the instruction and encouragement of Professor
Peter Barnet, the son of renowned painter Will Barnet. He has displayed
at numerous shows including the 2017 Art in the Park, winning a first
place award. He was recently selected for the NJ Symphony Orchestra
Art Strings charitable event to paint a compositional theme from a classical
piece onto a violin. He is currently working on a mural at New Bridge
Medical Center in Paramus. In creating his oil paintings, he tries to capture
energy from extreme positives to the depths of extreme negatives.

Natalie Alleyne
Discipline: Multimedia
Alleyne (known artistically by her last name),
has always held a keen interest in art “since the
womb.” Alleyne graduated from the School of
Visual Arts, where she received her BFA in
Advertising and Graphic Design. She landed a
graphic design job on the island of St. Maarten
where the rich vibrant culture filled with color and texture imbued her art
and influenced her to become a fine artist. Considering herself a ‘colorist,’
Alleyne’s work is always sparked by vibrant hues, no matter the content.
Faces and trees frequent her canvasses with the artistic license of abstract
patterns, color and texture. Her most recent body of work transcends the
canvas, using wood, metal and nails as the backdrop of her creativity.
Alleyne’s work can be found in a myriad of private art collections both
in the United States and abroad, and has been seen in numerous
exhibitions. This body of work consists of works on paper canvas or
wood, with the theme of collage. Hand-made paper is used along with
acrylic paint, and metal and nails are used on some pieces. She currently
lives and works in Union, New Jersey. (www.alleynestudios.com)

Imma Barrera
Discipline: Photography
Imma Barrera is a fine art nature photographer
based in Metuchen, NJ. She is a graduate of the
NY Institute of Photography and the recipient of
several awards and has exhibited at numerous
galleries in NJ and PA. She is also a biologist and
loves capturing the beauty of nature including
the night skies. Imma creates photographic prints on metal or paper
depicting fine art photography – landscape, wildlife and astrophotography.
(www.imma.photo)

Marie Beer
Discipline: Multimedia
Greeting Cards not only help people keep in
touch, but also are a way to express emotions
such as love, congratulations, condolences and
gratitude. Although we live in a world run by
digital communication, a distinctive, custom
greeting card can mean a lot to both the sender
and the recipient. Marie creates beautiful greeting cards for all
occasions, using pencil, stamps, marker and ink.

Jean Blaise
Discipline: Painting
Jean is a member of the artist collective group
“Ayitistik,” which promotes Haitian Art and artists
from all disciplines to improve public awareness
of all art forms. They support Haitian art and
artists locally, nationally and abroad through
exhibition of its members’ work and collaborations
with established and emerging art groups and institutions, to enrich and
enhance the broader canvas of ethnic art. They also mentor and sponsor
youth, regardless of ethnicity or national origin, who have demonstrated
an interest in the arts. (www.ayitistik.com)

Stephanie Boffice
Discipline: Painting
Stefanie is an artist who likes to combine
meditation with brushstrokes to create images
that highlight the amazing beauty in nature.
Her media include watercolor, watercolor
collage, woodblock prints and linoleum prints.

Tom Burcher
Discipline: Jewelry
Tom attended Glassboro State College (now
Rowan) from 1976 to 1981, majoring in Art, with
a concentration in jewelry, under the tutelage of
Dr. John Ottiano. He currently works in another
profession, but art and jewelry-making have
always been his passion, which he creates in his
own workshop at home and at the Rowan College at Burlington County
studios. His work is inspired by fractal geometry and the chaotic nature
of the universe. He works primarily with .925 and gem stones to create a
piercing, cracked or fractured design. (www.shadowcatjewelry.com)

Cynthelia Cephas
Discipline: Fiber Art
Cynthelia developed a love for quilting during
her formative years while watching her aunt
construct intricate works by hand, using just scraps
of fabric, a needle, and thread. Her interest was
ignited when she became a member of the Nubian
Heritage Quilters Guild of New Jersey, and her
hobby developed into a small business, C.C. Quilts. She is best known for
made-to-order family picture quilts, which feature transposed photographs
stitched onto the fabric. Her work has been displayed at various quilt
shows and art galleries in New Jersey, New York, and Philadelphia. In
2004, her work received third place honors among 800 other competitors
by the State Quilt Guild of New Jersey. She was also featured in a
two-page article in the Courier News (June 2004). (www.quiltsby.com)

Jackson Costello
Discipline: Painting
Jackson Costello is a 16-year-old visual artist and
photographer with a wonderful sense of color,
composition, and spontaneity. He has practiced
out of the Academy of Art Highland Park since
the age of five and has experimented with various
media, including watercolor, acrylics, ink, graphite,
charcoal, and clay. He is planning to major in art in college and hopes to
pursue a career in photography. At the festival, Jackson will show paintings
created in oil, acrylic, and liquid colored inks as well as small clay sculptures.
(www.costwoodstudio.com and www.etsy.com/shop/CostwoodStudio)

Kathryn Davis
Discipline: Ceramics
Kathryn Jerabek Davis is a potter with a degree
in Ceramic Art from Syracuse University. Her
highly functional work uses an elegant, clean line
and understated form to achieve a fine balance
between beauty and purpose. Kathryn works
in her home studio, as well as the studio at The
Center for Contemporary Art. She teaches at the duCret School of Art
and fires an anagama kiln biannually with the Firing Squad in Pittstown,
NJ. Her work is functional, made on the potter’s wheel, and she has
recently introduced hand built forms which are fired both in a standard
electric kiln as well as gas and anagama environments.
(www.jerabekpottery.com)

Stacey-Ann Dawson
Discipline: Painting
Stacey-Ann has been doing painting and crafts
for as long as she can remember but it wasn’t
until she had heart surgery that her art dramatically
changed. She creates some paintings simply to
enjoy the act of painting while others are created
from a more emotional perspective, and these
pieces seem to gain the most attention from her audience. Her work is
made with acrylic on canvas.

Amy Dees
Discipline: Painting
Amy Dees, a Metuchen transplant from California,
enjoys painting trees, flowers, and fruit in a
variety of media. Her paintings are made with
watercolor, acrylic and oil, which she offers as
originals, prints and greeting cards.

Jean Dominique
Discipline: Painting
Jean Dominique graduated from the Pratt Institute
in New York City and continues as a painter. He
has had several shows throughout the United
States Jean creates oil paintings on canvas.
(www.jcdominiqueart.com)

Jayme Fahrer
Discipline: Painting
Jayme is an abstract expressionist artist who
paints with emotion and intention to visually
express feelings to the viewer. The pieces are
created without any brushes using hands, motion,
spatulas and straws to make a “mess.” Most of
Jayme’s pieces are produced on canvas or wood
using latex, acrylic and spray paints with mixed mediums.
(www.jaymepoursout.com)

Don Fallon
Discipline: Jewelry
Don is a student, handyman, English teacher
and medical editor, who came to art later in life.
Starting in 1995, he became an assemblage,
up-cycle artist who has been creating jewelry and
sculture from found and discarded objects,
industrial/mechanical parts, beads and other materials.

Sondra Flite
Discipline: Sculpture
Sondra has worked in wood and wire for more
than 40 years. She especially enjoys using salvaged
materials and depicting natural subjects. Sondra
also creates commissioned signs, walking sticks
and plaques. Her work most often depicts animals
in wood, often locally sourced, and wire. Works
in wood typically show the marks of hand tools and are naturally
finished. Materials reflect the texture of the subjects.

Janice Fried
Discipline: Prints
A graduate of Parson’s School of Design with a
BFA in Illustration, Janice Fried’s work has been
featured by many publishers, including: Tikkun
Magazine, The New York Times, Scholastic
Publications and Hay House Publishers (for
whom she illustrated three decks of Inspirational
Healing Cards). Her work is created in a mixed media style of collage,
watercolor and colored pencil. She has exhibited her artwork throughout
the New York metro area. (www.janicefried.com)

Jerry Georges
Discipline: Painting
Jerry is a Haitian-American artist and a founding
member of the art collective Ayitistik that has
attended the festival for the past three years. He
has been a professional artist for 35 years and
has participated in many art shows and galleries
in the tri-state area and abroad. Jerry uses all
types of media, including acrylics, oil, pastel, pen, and ink as well as
markers. His work is very diverse and encompasses figurative, landscape
and abstract compositions. (www.ayitistik.com)

Monalisa Ghosh
Discipline: Jewelry
Monalisa is a fashion jewelry artist whose
boutique offers creative fusion jewelry based
on motifs from all over world. She works with
.925 Silver, metal, high quality Czech glass
beads, Murano and Venetian glass beads,
Swarovski crystals, metal handmade designer beads,
unique handmade artistic bead collections in different media from all
over world. Her designs reflect a lot of intricacies and love statement
pieces with seed beads in different weaving techniques.

Michael Goldstein
Discipline: Painting
Michael is the winner of multiple art awards
and has sold his works across the country. He
paints with a quality that can only be described
as SHA-POW!

Elizabeth Goodman
Discipline: Painting
Elizabeth produces magical and mystical creations
with a juxtaposition of spiritual symbolism and
realistic flora/fauna. She uses acrylic and
watercolor to create hand-painted jewelry,
boxes, tapestries and flags. She also creates
embroidery, jewelry, woven textiles, magnets,
stickers and prints. (www.surrealgoods.com)

James Griffin
Discipline: Painting
Jim Griffin is a Metuchen-based artist and
creator, focused on exploring the intersection
of the STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Art & Mathematics) disciplines with a heavy
dose of geek culture. His multimedia designs
incorporate 2D materials such as paper, glass
and vinyl and techniques from quilting and graphic design to create
pop art works that evoke a 3D sense of time and space. His work is
primarily paper craft which utilizes use card stock, hand-dyed paper,
graphic design and die-cutting.

Shinobu Habauchi
Discipline: Ceramics
Shinobu was born in Tokyo and grew up with
antique tea utensils made by her grandmother,
who was a tea master. Shinobu was fortunate to
learn to appreciate Japanese craftsmanship and
old culture from this experience. When she studied
display design at art college in Tokyo, she fell in
love with a work of “Shogo Kariyazaki,” Japan’s most famous Ikenaba
(Japanese floral design). One day, she introduced herself and was able
to become his apprentice. After coming to the US and having her own
family she started to study pottery in a local art center that connected
all her experiences as an artist. Here, she began to create things that are
“imperfect” or in the Wabi-Sabi theme, which honors the remarkable
beauty of imperfect things in life. Shinobu makes ceramics using the
traditional Japanese kick-wheel, clay from Chesapeake and North Carolina,
and making glaze from ash, such as wood, straw and rice husk. Firing is
done in a Noborigama kiln. ( www.instagram.com/shinobu_habauchi)

Les Hardley
Discipline: Drawing
Les is a financial services executive who creates
thought provoking drawings and prints of
drawings using only pencil or paint pens to
create embellishments. (www.lhardley.com)

James Hemmel
Discipline: Jewelry
James Hemmel has been working as a
professional jewelry craftsman for more than 30
years, concentrating in sterling silver and mixed
metal designs. He has been a teaching artist at
the JCC in Manhattan since 2002. His work is
handcrafted sterling silver and mixed metal
jewelry, all designed, constructed and finished in his studio.
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Keiko Inouye
Discipline: Ceramics
Keiko studied pottery at Wesleyan University
and went on to be the First Apprentice to Kaitaro
Kojima in Soja, Japan. Following her four-year
apprenticeship, she became “inchininmae” and
was given her own symbol as a mark of pottery
mastery. Keiko Inouye currently works and
resides in New Jersey where her pottery has been adopted by some of
the finest restaurants, such as Common Lot, Fascino, Heirloom Kitchen,
Jockey Hollow Bar and Kitchen, Pig & Prince, The Ryland Inn and Viaggio.
She currently has an exclusive line featured at the Whole Foods in
Bridgewater, NJ. She uses a variety of techniques but is currently focusing
on wheel thrown, functional ware. Materials are mostly stoneware. Firing
methods vary from electric, gas and wood firing. (www.keikopots.com)

Modesto Irizarry
Discipline: Drawing
Modesto is a practicing artist with many years of
experience in creating, teaching and exhibiting
works of art of different media, including drawing,
painting and sculptural works of art. Her art work
includes drawings created with different methods
and media, including graphite, colored pencils
and wash/watercolor. She has a BFA in Studio Art.

Avelene Jacobs
Discipline: Painting
Chinese visual art is an ancient art form that
features Chinese watercolor and sumi ink on rice
paper. It began about 2000 years ago by the
royalty, elite and scholarly. This form of art is
intentionally slow and complex. Avelene’s Asian
roots spurred her study with an accomplished
Chinese master. As a retired nurse, Avelene finds this art form (and all
art) to be especially healing. She also enjoys photography of diverse
subject matters that have become canvasses.

Denise Jenious
Discipline: Painting
Jenious Crafty Creations is the result of a
passion that started in Denise’s adolescence in
middle school and then took a back seat to raising a family and building a career. Having retired
12 years ago and looking for a new purpose,
she started exploring a DIY approach to life and
rekindled her artsy side by working with many different media, which
started out as a way to make personal and intimate gifts for friends and
family. Her current medium is canvas art using acrylic paints and a Tree
of Life wire work, using 24 gauge wire, assorted beads and other materials.

Miriam Kagan
Discipline: Printmaking
Miriam is a yogi, printmaker, painter and aspiring
art therapist. Nature and patterns have always
been an interest, and she hopes to portray
the benefits of therapeutic creative expression
through her artwork. Using acrylic and oil paint,
she is able to utilize the free flowing methods to
convey a sense of immediacy and intuitive flow. Through printmaking, she
confronts the lengthy process of creating before any results are made,
which evokes a sense of manifestation. Art is an experience started by
the artist but finished by the viewer, and she seeks to gain access to
this interaction through her artwork and to share a positive experience
with the audience. Original sources for her pieces are from personal
photography, illustrations, and found photographs. Paintings are made
with acrylic paint, utilizing time restraints to work quickly and diligently.
(etsy.com/shop/mkagan13)

Diana Kantor
Discipline: Jewelry
Quest Complete Jewelry blends modern style and
fantasy themes. The handmade chainmail jewelry
is lightweight, colorful, and sure to make a statement.
Diana’s chainmail jewelry uses materials such as
silver, niobium, and aluminum and is accented
with natural stones and pendants. She draws
inspiration from fantasy themes to blend the modern with the magic.

Beryl Koblin
Discipline: Fiber Arts
Beryl Koblin lives in Metuchen, New Jersey. Her
early interests were drawing, silk screening, and
photography. In recent years, she has developed
a strong interest in fiber arts with a focus on color,
texture and movement. For weaving, she uses
found materials and a wide variety of fibers. She
also weaves and knits practical items for the home. She has shown her work
at the Metuchen ArtFest, Highland Park Arts in the Park, Nails in the
Wall Gallery at St. Luke’s, Metuchen Eat, Drink & Buy Art and the
Transformations Gallery at the Old Franklin Schoolhouse, in Metuchen.

Veronica Kratz
Discipline: Sculpture
Veronica is an artist and the owner of String
Happy. She creates personalized fur baby art and
jewelry for the devoted dog lover by using tiny
strings of polymer clay to create dog portraits,
dog art, and jewelry. Veronica lives in Plainfield.
(etsy.com/shop/mkagan13)

Alecia Kumar
Discipline: Jewelry
Prettiuneek handmade jewelry is unique because it is not mass produced and therefore has
less impact on the environment. The pieces are
lovingly crafted by hand with skill and passion.
At Prettiuneek, they consider the environment as
well as supporting fair trade markets; some of the
items they offer incorporate Fair Trade and sustainably harvested materials.
Many of the materials used in the jewelry are hand made by artisans,
which brings artisans and designers together. (www.prettiuneek.com)

David LaMorte
Discipline: Sculpture
David is a Metuchen-based artist and educator
who makes sculptures and paintings. He likes
to blend images and materials to create odd
and fun works of art. He creates paper and resin
sculptures. (www.davidlamorte.com)

Amy Lee
Discipline: Multimedia
Amy Louise Lee was born in England, yet has
spent most of her adult life in New York City.
She recently moved to the countryside in the
Sourland Mountains of NJ, and has studied and
worked professionally with internationally known
artisans. Being an artist has been her passion
and life for more than 16 years, where she finds tremendous pleasure in
taking crude, unrefined materials and transforming them into the elegant
and familiar. Amy’s art is a reflection of her enthusiasm for warm,
minimalist sophistication, embracing the design philosophy of
Wabi-Sabi. No matter the medium, her creativity is almost exclusively
inspired by nature. The raw yet elegant, tactile essence of her work is
a true expression of her soul. Her process is extremely unique and
innovative, in that she takes raw molten metal and creates intricate
organic, botanical-like shapes against a white canvas.
(www.amylouiselee.com)

Chen (Wanda) Lei
Discipline: Painting
Little Fish Art is the art studio for children ages
4-14 in Metuchen. They provide various art
lessons and have won many art contest awards.
Their works are done in oil, acrylic, color pencil
and watercolor. (facebook.com/littlefishartstudio)

Mara Levine
Discipline: Jewelry
Mara Levine has been designing custom
semi-precious jewelry professionally since 2001,
and has appeared in a number of juried shows
and festivals. She creates handcrafted beaded
jewelry, semi-precious stones, pearls, crystals,
necklaces, bracelets, earrings and ankle bracelets using gold and sterling silver. Her designs have been featured on an
episode of TLC Four Weddings! Mara is also a folksinger, her latest CD
Jewels and Harmony hit #1 on the Folk DJ chart for January 2013 and #3
for that year. She has since had two #1 singles on the Folk DJ Chart.
(www.maralevine.com)

Adrienne Lockett
Discipline: Jewelry
Adrienne Lockett has been designing one-of-a-kind
jewelry for more than 20 years. Her pieces have
been described as having ancient opulence with
an ethnic vibe. She is a metal smith working in
sterling silver, brass and copper. She also creates
leather and hemp cord pieces using macramé
knotting and recycled glass beads.

Bapinder Long
Discipline: Painting
Bapinder Long, aka SURI, is a fine artist who
excels in the use of color configurations and
the art of transforming geometric forms. Her
palette is vibrant, unusual and innovative. The
artist brings an innate sense of rhythm to each
painting. Her art is bursting forth with relentless
energetic expression. Colors and forms coalesce in an exquisite sense
of harmony, balance and depth. These patterns manifest in harmony,
often superimposed upon the other, to create a reverie of unpredictable
movement and transparent effects. Born in India, she became interested in art at an early age and has studied privately with distinguished art
teachers in India and United States. Employing oils, acrylics, watercolors
and ink, she maintains a studio in her home in New Jersey. Her work is
in several private collections.

Aimee Maloney
Discipline: Drawing
Aimee’s inspiration for her “Zen” art was originally
sparked by the trend in “zentangles,” along with
adult coloring books. Zentangle style art are
combinations of ink and charcoal with intricate
patterns and details within animal figures. There
are also oil, acrylic, and watercolor pieces in the
same style. She was intrigued by the idea of completing art that when
one looks back on the beautiful results, a sense of calm and relaxation
is generated. Aimee sees the patterns and abstract details within each
real life photo of an animal she selects before even start her piece. She
imagines it is similar to capturing the animal’s spirit in her choice of
media. Her inspiration for her paintings usually comes from her travels:
glaciers in Iceland, landscapes from the Andes Mountains on the Inca
Trail in Peru, or beautiful star-filled skies.

Mark Miller
Discipline: Photography
With a sales background of 40 years, Mark’s life
changed when he and his wife purchased an
aluminum print of a beach scene at an art fair on
Labor Day weekend 2015. He said to her, “I can
do this” and since that day hasn’t stopped. Mark
specializes in travel and floral photography
printing, predominantly on aluminum. This medium gives a vibrant life-like
appearance and places you right there in the moment. Whether it’s the
picturesque canals of Amsterdam, the hustle and bustle of Hong Kong,
trekking a glacier in Alaska, the grand palaces and midnight sunsets of
St. Petersburg, Russia, or the charm of Lake Como, Italy, he is always in
search of that perfect photo. Mark’s travel and botanical photography
are printed on aluminum, wrapped canvas, and archival photographic
paper in various sizes ranging from 5x7 to 24x36. (www.markmillerfineart.com)

Kristin Moger
Discipline: Drawing
Originally from Connecticut, Kristin was trained as
a painter and taught high school art for several
years before becoming a full time mom and artist.
The paintings of the masters, early etchings,
and illuminated manuscripts have always captured
her imagination. Following a sabbatical from her
art and moving to Indiana and then Pennsylvania, her work re-emerged
harkening back to these techniques of realism, line drawing, and
elaborate embellishment. Following observation and research, Kristin
creates a pencil sketch and tighten up the main forms with Micron ink
and filling in forms with hand drawn shapes to create depth, mood,
rhythm and whimsy. (www.facebook.com/MelangeSeriouslyFunArt)

Michael Molfetto
Discipline: Photography
Michael moved to Metuchen in 1985 and fell in
love with the small town feel and the different
neighborhoods of beautiful houses. He started
photographing when he was young, inspired by
his father, who was always taking pictures and
videos. Michael also does photographic
assignments for the schools of Metuchen. Together with his daughter
Sarah, they provide photo services to a wide arrange of clients, from
newborn pictures to weddings.

Jake Musmanno and Vegas Rockafeller
Discipline: Photography
Jake and Vegas are 15-year-old photographers
following their passion for photography. Living in
Metuchen, they have always wanted to sell their
work to the people of their town, along with
incoming guests. At their METFEST booth, they
will sell photo prints that were taken from
various vacation destinations as well as many from their hometown of Metuchen.

Shawanda Neal
Discipline: Jewelry
Shawanda is a special needs jewelry creator. She
uses semi-precious stones to create wearable
works of art. These pieces are one of a kind and
highlight the exotic beauty of nature. She is a
teacher’s aide working with small children and often
finds her inspiration for new pieces while interacting
with these little people, who never cease to amaze. Shawanda lives in
Fort Lee, NJ and enjoys all aspects of nature. She is also accomplished in
crochet, swimming and dancing and plays the guitar. (www.jewelrybyjai.com)

Georgene Novak
Discipline: Jewelry
Georgene has spent her life making jewelry with
love and passion. When one designs from the
heart, magic happens. She is a metalsmith who
designs and makes one of a kind jewelry using
mostly recycled copper. Soldering, texturing, cold
connections, enameling and found objects make
her pieces unique wearable art. (www.georgenenovak.com)

Katherine Olson
Discipline: Photography
Katherine is a Rutgers graduate and local New
Jersey artist who seeks to spread her passion of
photography and travel with others, and to bring
beauty and inspiration into their lives as it does
her own. She is experienced in nature, landscape,
portrait/couples and event photography. Her work
is original photography displayed on a variety of hand wrapped canvas
with sizes including 10x10,12x8 and 16x20. Her new line of canvas prints
include original photo with inspirational wording.

Maja Opacic
Discipline: Painting
Maja (pronounced “Maya”) received formal training
in art restoration from the Art and Restoration Academy
in Belgrade, Serbia. Since moving to the United
States in 2012, her work has been exhibited in
the VAM Gallery in Metuchen, NJ and Gold Light
Gallery in New Hope, PA. Her works have been
shared by Hubble Space Telescope via social media through their Facebook
and Twitter accounts. Her work includes oil on canvas and watercolor on
paper. (www.majaopacicart.com)

JoAnn Palmer
Discipline: Jewelry
JoAnn’s love affair with jewelry making started in
high school when she had the opportunity
to take a metals class. She then went on to Seton
Hill University and attained a bachelor’s degree
in 3D Arts focusing on metals. Following college
she apprenticed at Earth Dance Jewelry for two
years. Once her apprenticeship was completed, she started her own
company, Silver Wolf Productions LLC. Over the years, she continues
to be pulled back to fabrication, her first love of this form. In this form,
the metal is manipulated all by hand, which develops into one-of-a-kind
pieces. Her inspiration comes from nature, a sense of whimsy, and life
in general. She uses sterling and fine silver with a variety of traditional
techniques (fabrication, sawing piercing, soldering) and merges them
with modern methods (metal clay) to create artistic jewelry.

Natalia Pas
Discipline: Painting
Natalia Pas draws inspiration from her beloved
birthplace, a small village in rural Poland. Her
brilliantly colorful landscape paintings honor the
natural terrains she frolicked across as a child.
Formally trained with a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts &
Art Education, her work inspires viewers to rejoice
in the splendor of the earth, with diverse imagery that allows each piece to
highlight the eternal beauty of nature or capture whispers from ephemeral
dreamscapes. Natalia has a unique technique of using embroidery on canvas that stems from a long tradition of woman decorating their homes with
ornate embroidery. (www.pasnatalia.com)

Anisha Patel
Discipline: Henna
Anisha is a 2nd-year student at Rutgers University
studying Public Health and Women & Gender
Studies, following a pre-medical track. Though
henna has always been a part of her culture, Anisha
started doing henna for events and weddings two
years ago. Her work is inspired by both traditional
Indian designs and modern styles. Henna is made from a Lawsonia inermis
plant; its leaves are ground into a powder, then mixed with water, sugar, and
essential oil. The resulting paste leaves a reddish-brown stain on the skin.

Lauren Rabinowitz
Discipline: Painting
Lauren, the Cartoon Goddess, received her BFA from
Parsons School of Design and MA from Syracuse
University. She has been working professionally as
an illustrator and designer for more than 25 years,
specializing in web design and digital media. She
continues to paint and draw with traditional media,
while simultaneously creating digital and motion graphics. Lauren creates
mixed media compositions featuring whimsical characters. Some included
recycled materials. Some are combined with polymer clay to form unique
wearable art. A graphic arts educator, Lauren has lectured, taught classes,
given workshops, presentations and seminars for illustrators, cartoonists,
animators and designers at various universities and institutions of higher
education, including Middlesex County College, Mercer County Community
College, duCret School of Art, Parsons School of Design and Syracuse
University. She is a member of the Graphic Artists Guild and AIGA. In her
spare time, Lauren can be found hiking the swamps of New Jersey or
exploring the world on her bicycle. (www.cartoongoddess.com)

William Selleck
Discipline: Photography
William feels it is important for all of us to be
surrounded by images that make us feel, whether it
is at home or the workplace. He creates meaningful
and affordable images that can be enjoyed by a
diversity of viewers. He uses a DSLR camera to
capture his subject matter, which ranges from
nature to cityscapes. He does not modify the images with editing software,
which allows him to maintain an authentic capture of the subject. He believes
nature, like each of us, is flawed but it is still beautiful and worth celebrating.

Thaïs Sherell
Discipline: Jewelry
Thaïs Sherell is an artist, entertainer, licensed educator,
motivational speaker and author who is passionate
about community transformation and conflict
resolution. Her latest literary art projects, “Between
the Pages: Where Trials Become Triumph!” and
“One Awesome School”, are available on Amazon.
com. Thais creates one of a kind, handmade jewelry crafted with exotic
beads, stones, shells, and/or ceramic pendants, strung on silver-plated wire,
copper wire, and/or leather cord.

Mechele Shoneman
Discipline: Jewelry
Mechele Shoneman is a self-taught painter and jewelry
maker who has been crafting art-inspired, silver
designs for three years. Every piece in her collection is
meticulously handcrafted to be “perfectly imperfect.”
She loves unusual, unexpected curves and textures,
and this aesthetic is reflected in all her work. She
crafts jewelry using fine silver and semi-precious gemstones like garnets, tanzanite,
citrine and also uses rubies and sapphires in her rings.
(www.etsy.com/shop/ElLeonAzulPhoto)

Eva Sienkiewicz
Discipline: Jewelry
Eva has been an art educator for 25+ years.
She is a graduate of duCret School of Art and
instructor, specializing in jewelry, ceramics,
stained glass, photography and painting. Her
pieces are up-cycled jewelry containing vintage
and newer pieces, tribal parts and creative usage
of non jewelry parts. (www.mecheleanna.com)

Angel Soto
Discipline: Jewelry
Angel Soto has been attending the duCret School of
Art for the past five years, majoring in acrylic painting,
silver-smithing and sculpturing. His art consists of
custom jewelry, silver jewelry made by hand, pyrography
jewelry boxes, and paintings. Angel has particpated
in the Metuchen ArtFest for the past six years.

Nancy Stark
Discipline: Painting
Born in rural Minnesota, Nancy Stark wound her
way from the Midwest to the east coast where she
received her art education from the College of New
Jersey. She is a fine artist specializing in oil paintings
as well as a certified art educator and instructor. For
more than 35 years, she has been the owner of Stark
Arts, providing faux and decorative painting, sign and furniture painting, set
design and color consulting to individuals and organizations in and around the
Hopewell Valley, NJ area.

Elise Stultz
Discipline: Jewelry
Pins & Beetles was born out of jewelry designer Elise
Stultz’s passion for insects and eye for accessories.
A lifelong local, she remembers as a little girl trying to
catch lightning bugs in her backyard in Hazlet. When
her husband got her a pinning kit in late 2014, she
knew she had found her calling. This led to her desire
to create butterfly jewelry, however the lack of information available on creating
butterfly jewelry meant she had to find her own way of fashioning a product
that would show the true brilliance of her favorite creatures without tarnishing
their natural beauty. All of the insects used in her work are ethically sourced
from sanctuaries, butterfly farms or found in nature locally after dying naturally.
The use of butterfly farms contributes to the preservation of the natural habits
of these insects and helps curb deforestation by requiring intact forest to be
maintained. The designer hopes her collection opens you up to the spectacular
possibilities that nature provides in even the smallest creatures.
(www.etsy.com/shop/PinsNBeetles)

Carol Taggart
Discipline: Painting
Carol has always enjoyed working with her
hands and is the creator of gourd birdhouses.
She takes large gourds (the size of basketballs)
and completely cleans them inside and out.
Then, they are drilled, base painted and painted
with birds, flowers and other outdoor scenes.
Lastly, they are coated with polyurethane.

Jamie Taylor
Discipline: Multimedia
Jamie Taylor is an artist and certified New York state
art educator with 27 years of teaching experience.
She owns Artology Studio in Orange County, New
York. Ms.Taylor graduated Magna Cum Laude from
the State University of New York at New Paltz with a
Bachelor of Science degree in art education. She also
holds a Master of Art in Art Studio degree with a specialty in printmaking, from
SUNY at New Paltz. Ms. Taylor’s artwork is part of the permanent printmaking
collection at SUNY at New Paltz. She has participated in a number of juried and
open art exhibits, winning awards from honorable mention, first through third
place and best of show. Prior to becoming an art educator, Ms. Taylor was a
graphic designer for a major payroll computer services company. She was also an
art director in the public relations department of a computer company. Her art is
of thoughts and imaginings of people and places that she loves. When creating
a piece she often combines the indirect and technical aspects of printmaking &
photography with direct media application. (www.artologystudio.org)

Anduin Vaid
Discipline: Painting
Originally from New York City and currently living in
Brooklyn, Vaid continues to be influenced by the city’s
color and movement. He has more than ten years
professional experience in the arts, including painting,
graphic novels/mixed media, illustration, and various
forms of design. Vaid’s work has been featured across
America in galleries and homes alike; abroad in Canada, England, France, and
Italy; and for such notable brands as Gucci, H&M, Calvin Klein, Kettle One, Jaguar
Land Rover, Cartier, and Crown Royal. Vaid uses efficiency of vibrant colors, displayed
in an organic movement-inspired technique on canvas. (www.anduinvaid.com)

Akshita Vashisht
Discipline: Painting
Akshita Vashisht is a nine-year-old artist and student of
the Art Academy of Highland Park since she was four
years old. She is a third grade student at St. Helena
School in Edison, New Jersey. Over these five years,
she has experimented with Western art as well as Indian
traditional art, which includes embossed paintings and
craft work. She has applied her knowledge of Western and Indian traditional art
to create fusion art in the field of glass painting. She is passionate about her work
and enjoys multiple forms of art.

Linda Vonderschmidt-LaStella
Discipline: Ceramics
Earthsongs is a fine art ceramic studio creating custom
tiles, sculpture and murals for residential and commercial
spaces. A resident of Metuchen for 25 years, Linda has
worked as a full-time artist for most of that time. Most
locals are familiar with Earthsongs and at least know
her location because of its ceramic sign and fountain.
Over the past ten years, she has begun to experiment with incorporating found
objects and fused glass with the ceramic components. Additionally, she works
to create a sense of motion in the sculpture; her current work is much about the
interaction of living forces. For Linda, clay is never merely “the material that she
uses,” but a genuine co-creator of the objects. Working with clay is a relational
experience that is extremely important to what she does and how she creates.
She stands as creature with creature in this making process in a very collaborative
and feminine approach. The sculpture, tiles and jewelry in this exhibit reflect a tiny
fraction of what she have been about for the past quarter century. Enjoy them
and pick up an “Earthsongs Map” and visit all of the places in Metuchen where
her installed ceramic work is part of the landscape. www.claysongs.com

Kathy Wallace
Discipline: Jewelry
Kathy has been a local crafter for more than 30 years.
She makes jewelry because she love wearing and seeing
others wear her “Kreations.” She creates watches
using crystals and leather. She also mixes antique
beads found in her travels with glass and crystal beads.
Kathy is from Lawrenceville, NJ.

Marnie Wielage
Discipline: Jewelry
Marnie Wielage began making antique-inspired
jewelry as holiday gifts for friends. When many who
received one of her pendants asked to purchase more
to give as gifts to their friends, Marnie decided to
make more and sell them as a way to raise funds for
Scatter Sunshine (a non-profit organization that helps
make horse-assisted therapy accessible to kids with special needs). Since then,
hundreds of pieces have been created and thousands of dollars have been
raised to help Scatter Sunshine. Her pieces are crafted from old keys and
broken, vintage costume jewelry.

Amanda Wisneski
Discipline: Multimedia
Amanda is a 22-year-old autistic woman who has been
been drawing since the age of four as a coping mechanism.
All of her techniques started out as experiments that
she taught herself. Amanda loves and is passionate
about drawing everyday. Her artwork is fun and colorful,
as she finds inspiration from within and then uses
markers, colored pencils or paints to create.

Lynda Woodworth
Discipline: Painting
Lynda Woodworth is an accomplished painter specializing
in oil, watercolor and liquid color inks. She practices out
of the Academy of Art of Highland Park and has worked
with studio director and owner Ana Eloisa Soto-Canino
on a range of unique and challenging projects for the past
12 years, exploring new media, pushing herself out of
her comfort zone, and blazing new artistic trails. Lynda hails from a multi-generational
family of artists: her father and son are regular practitioners, and her great-grandfather
was a watercolorist. (www.costwoodstudio.com and
www.etsy.com/shop/CostwoodStudio)

Enrique Zaldivar
Discipline: Painting
Enrique Zaldivar is a Cuban painter based in the United
States and a graduate of the Professional Academy of
Fine Arts “El Alba” in Holguin, Cuba. He has done several
solo and group shows. His works appear in several private
collections, institutions and corporations throughout the
United States and also countries like Canada, Mexico,
France, Dominican Republic, Peru and Cuba. Zaldivar’s paintings are characterized
by the presence of nature in general, from which he takes his main inspiration, not
to copy it, but to transform it through his eyes and his mind, to give us a unique and
unrepeatable creation. Acrylic, watercolor, drawing, collage, art print and photography are the techniques that Enrique employs without preference. We see in his works
an intense and particular use of color, with a conscious use of complementary colors
to create harmony and balance. There are vibrant colors with few mixtures that give
way to illuminate the canvas, a mixture of the tropical light of Cuba and the explosion
of autumn colors in the United States. For Zaldivar, each stroke is a way of reflecting
life in its wide spectrum of situations, showing us its inner world and philosophy of life.
His influences are very diverse, including Impressionism, Cubism, Abstraction,
Surrealism and Pop Art. (www.enriquezaldivars.blogspot.com)

Susanne Pitak Davis
Susanne is a Lambertville-based artist and art therapist known for her colorful, imaginative sculptures.
Her art is generated from “the stuff of fairy tales”
and mythology and, in that way, is both personal and
universal. Her METFEST sculpture, “Vivid Emergence,”
draws on the mythical theme of rebirth but presents
it in a whimsical, playful manner. The bright colors
and mosaic pieces give it an energetic and creative
vitality that is embodied in the town it represents.
The sculpture is approximately eight feet tall and is
built over an armature using a cement mix together
with colored epoxy clay. The mosaic embellishments include a variety of items:
ceramic tiles, glass and wood beads and handmade ceramic forms. These are
embedded on the decorative painted surface of the sculpture and worked
into patterns. The final piece has been coated with a resin to make it weather
proof.
Susanne received her BA in Art Education from Montclair University and her
Master’s Degree in Art Therapy from Pratt Institute in Brooklyn. Her colorful
sculptures have received numerous awards including Best in Show at Phillips
Mill in New Hope, PA; Best in Show at the Ellarslie Museum in Trenton; and
Best in Show at the National Arts in Newark NJ. Her works are in many private
collections both locally and around the world
Susanne also works as an art therapist, where she is helping people to heal
through art. She is currently employed at New Jersey State Prison in Trenton,
NJ. Through the years, she has worked with adults, geriatrics, children, and
people struggling with catastrophic illnesses.

Many thanks from the 2018 METFEST Committee for
supporting this year’s event!
Bob Diken, Chairperson
Danny Adlerman
Roxanne Aggarwal
Nicole Blankiet
Amy Brooks
Jennifer Cascio
Joanne Cruz
Mark Harris
Audrey Hausser

Dorothy Heyden
Nancy Goldberg
Kara Gumnic
Lynne Mueller
Lauren Rabinowitz
Steve Reuter
Tyreen Reuter

Wendi Richards
Charly Santagado
Grace Shackney
Roman Stefaniw
Margo Wheeler
Dottie Winhold
Lynda Woodworth

Get Involved?
If you would like to volunteer on next year’s committee, participate
as a musical or visual artist, or be a sponsor, please contact
metuchenchamber@optimum.net.

Give!
Donations go directly towards next year’s event! Stop by the METFEST
information booth or visit us online to donate at www.metfest.org.

Got Merch?
10th Anniversary Tee Shirts and Commemorative Books are available at
the METFEST Information Booth and after the festival in the Chamber
office at 323 Main Street. Proceeds support next year’s event!

Thank you to our generous sponsors!

2 Chicks with Chocolate
Bill’s Ineffable Automotive Rehabilitation
Black Belt Institute
Carpet Maven II
Community Nursery School
Costello-Runyon Funeral Homes
George’s Tailoring & Dry Cleaning

Hausser Family
Main Street Barber Shop
Satori Academy of Martial Arts
The Hub at Metuchen
Topping the Web
Victorian Ofﬁce Rentals
What’s The Scoop

The Metuchen Art & Music Festival is proudly
co-hosted by The Metuchen Arts Council and
The Metuchen Area Chamber of Commerce

